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Another advertiser has tried to make a fool of the sport in recent weeks. Below is the caption for the pseudo-sponsor's latest attempt to associate SBK's title in with horror, “Champion” is Japanese for “monster”. This week's titles will be handed to an English-speaking rider after the first event at BSB. Again. Our last rider in this
group is one of the best young riders in MotoGP. The pressure of following on from Rossi is very heavy. Rossi is one of the best riders in the world, we are seeing some of the best racing in the world right now, and you get to battle the world champion for 3rd place in the championship! The pressure can sometimes overwhelm the
young riders, there is no doubt he has the talent, but is there a way to equal Rossi? For many riders, the answer is no, but Albesiano has been working hard to learn how to deal with the pressure. The pressure is there for all of the riders, no one is immune. He is a rider though, and he has the talent to match Rossi and maybe
even surpass him. He is at the start of his development curve though, and he still has a lot of work to do in the second half of the season. Now that the season has started we will see the effect of the early offseason training on the battle for Rookie of the Year. One of the rookies, Kelderman, has appeared on the podium twice in
the first five races and passed many veterans while doing so. But early on he wasnt on the podium after 6 race out of the 10 he entered. This often happens to new riders in MotoGP. At the moment Jonas Folger, Bradley Smith, and Tom Luthi have all passed him on the track, but each of them are still very much a battle for 2nd
place in the Rookie of the Year standings. Only Ben Spies has been consistently close to Folger, going from 8th to 4th, and often finding himself in podium contention. More rookies are coming into the season with experience and the results will be changing by the end of the year.
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Champion Joe was on The Joe Rogan Experience podcast today with his friend Carl Sagan disciple Paul Bander. They talked about their relationship, the death of John Candy, as well as Champion Joe's recent poetry and his upcoming book Carnies of the Mind. More recently, Champion Joe has been listening to EMMY nominated
and Golden Globe winner Masterpiece Theater's original mini-series 'Penny Dreadful,' available here as a download and stream. The series features Timothy Dalton, Sir Ian McKellen, and Sir John Hurt and features the story of Dorian Gray. The audiobook features John Hurt and Dame Judi Dench and is available here. Also,

Champion Joe has enjoyed reading his poem about his relationship with John Candy in honor of his death. Champion Joe just posted his latest poem, February, that honors John Candy's life. Champion Joe is an eulogist. He is good at remembering what people mean to us and how they affected our lives. John Candy's relentless
determination to win every game he played, his ability to laugh at himself, his talent for turning a bad situation into a good one, his creativity, and especially his openness to new experiences made him an incredible spirit. He was a force of nature. He made us all better men and women, and he is deeply missed. 11/05/19-The

new book I am co-authoring with Andrew Vachss and Champion Joe is a collection of short stories that I've had in me for a while. It's called Ordinary People with Extraordinary Roles and it's what I'm proudest of my career thus far. In this collection, we celebrate each other as the strong people we are and we use our unique gifts
to help others. It comes out on December 4th, 2019, and you can pre-order a signed version here! 5ec8ef588b
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